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ABSTRACT

The success of bandgap engineering has made high efficiency broadband multi-junction solar cells
possible with photo-response out to the band edge of Ge. Modeling has been conducted which suggests that
current double layer anti-reflection coating technology is not adequate for these devices in certain cases.
Approaches for the development of higher performance anti-reflection coatings are examined. A new AR
coating structure based on the use of Herpin equivalent layers is presented. Optical modeling suggests a
decrease in the solar weighted reflectance of over 2.5% absolute as a result. This structure requires no
additional optical material development and characterization because no new optical materials are necessary.
Experimental results and a sensitivity analysis are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

multi-junction solar cells have achieved world record efficiencies for monolithic, two
Dual iunction lnGaP/GaAs solar cells have reached an AMO efficiency of 26.9°XI (4 cm2)

[2]. Triple juncti;; lnGaP;GaAs/Ge devices with an AMO efficiency of 26.7% (21.65 cm’2) have also been
reported [3]. These multi-junction solar cells are in production at three major space photovoltaics
manufacturing companies in the U.S. and are also appealing candidates for use in terrestrial concentrator
systems due to their high efficiencies. As a result of this success there is considerable interest in furthering
this concept with the development of a 1 eV material lattice matched to GaAs and Ge to make ultra-high
efficiency 4-junction solar cells possible [4,5].

Multiple bandgap solar cells convert a larger range of the solar spectrum to electric power as
compared to single bandgap solar cells, and have significantly higher limiting efficiencies as modeled by Henry
[6]. The larger spectral range of these devices also requires a more broadband antireflection (AR) coating.
Reflection control for traditional single junction solar cells such as silicon, GaAs and lnP, and even dual
junction solar cells such as AIGaAs/GaAs or lnGaP/GaAs, has been adequately achieved using relatively
simple double layer interference coatings. This is possible due to the relatively narrow spectral range of these
solar cells. With the emergence of multi-junctions based on photovoltaically active Ge substrates, the spectral
range of multi-junctions has approximately doubled. Additionally, series interconnected multi-junctions place
greater demands on AR coating performance due to the need for current matching. This requires a re-
evaluation of what AR coating performance is necessaty and what technologies will provide this level of
performance for these solar cells.

Several general approaches for improving the control of reflection at the front surface of a solar cell
are possible. Reflection control has been accomplished through the use of macroscopic and microscopic
surface texture [7-9], although mainly in silicon solar cell technology. Graded- or gradient-index concepts are
also appealing for potentially very high performance AR coatings and have been used mainly on glass
substrates thus far [1O-12]. This paper focuses on the use of planar, homogeneous optical interference films
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for reflection control. The step-down interference coating structure (nS>nl>n2>n3>n~, where n, and n~ are
the substrate and incident medium refractive indices, respectively) is an effective means of broadband
reflection control for high index substrates including solar cells. The effectiveness of various step-down AR
coatings is evaluated for several monolithic III-V multi-junction solar cells that are either presently feasible (3-
junction lnGaP/GaAs/Ge) or will potentially be available in the future (4-junction). The design of a triple layer
AR coating is considered as an extension of the presently used double layer coating technology. A new AR
coating structure is presented which can achieve a level of performance similar to that of a triple layer AR
coating using the same materials that are presently used in conventional double layer AR coatings. Expected
performance gains and a sensitivity analysis for this new AR coating will also be presented.

PERFORMANCE MODELING FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLAR CELL AR COATINGS

Figure 1 shows the spectral range of silicon, dual junction lnGaP/GaAs, and hypothetical 4-junction
solar cell technologies, i.e. the portion of the wavelength spectrum that each of these technologies converts to
electrical energy. Also shown in Figure 1 are the modeled reflectance of a simplified, glass encapsulated
solar cell structure with non-dispersive refractive indices. Four different step-down anti reflection coatings are
used in the model, including single, double, triple, and quadruple layer anti-reflection coatings (SLAR, DLAR,
TLAR, and QLAR, respectively). Each COating assumes layerS with ideal refractive indices (nid~~i= (nT*nE)z,
where nT and nB are the refractive indices of the layers adjacent to the layer in question) and optical
thicknesses of a quarter wavelength at 600 nm. The minimum reflectance achievable from this optical system
is 3.5’?+odue to reflection at the uncoated air-glass surface. The glass encapsulant is considered optically
thick.

It is evident from Figure 1 that DLAR coatings have an anti-reflective bandwidth that appears wide
enough for both the silicon and dual junction lnGaP/GaAs solar cell technologies. This is further illustrated
using Figure 2, where the modeled reflectance of Figure 1 were used to calculate a solar weighted
refle;tan~e (SWR) for each device structure/AR coating par using the equation

which is equivalent to the to the solar weighted reflectance as first presented
short circuit current Jsc used in Equation 1 was calculated using the expression

(1)

by Redfield [13]. The device

(2)

which couples the multi-junction short circuit current to the device reflectance as described elsewhere [14].
It is evident from Figure 2 that the SWR of the single or dual junction solar ceils discussed here are

only marginally higher than the 3.5% reflectance that is attributed to the air/glass reflectance. The minimal
performance increase that is achieved by using more complicated AR coatings is not worth the added device
complexity and processing time that would result. Manufacturers of the lnGaP/GaAs solar cell therefore use a
DLAR coating consisting of AIZ03 on TiOz. The optically thin window layer used in these devices also
functions as a moderately effective third layer in the optical stack, but in this paper is treated as a fixed
component of the device structure and not part of the AR coating.

The triple junction lnGaP/GaAs/Ge cell has a spectral range equal to that of the 4-junction cell
because Ge is used as the bottom cell in both devices. From an AR coating perspective, however, the triple
junction is only slightly more demanding than the dual junction due to the over 25 mA/cm2 of excess short
circuit current that the Ge subcell is theoretically capable of generating. This large current mismatch implies
that the Ge subcell can lose a significant fraction of its spectral allotment due to reflection without decreasing
the multi-junction Jsc. Reflection loss within the Ge subcell spectral range affects the multi-junction
performance only due to the lower order dependence of Voc on current generation through the equation
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ukT In AJSC
AVOC = — —

4 Jsc ‘
(3)

where AVOCis the loss in subcell Voc as a result of a loss in that subcell’s achievable short circuit current
(AJsc).

The 4-junction solar cell being proposed at several laboratories [4,5] is unique from an AR coating
perspective because its spectral range is relatively broad and the device has subcells with bandgaps that are
nearly ideal for a 4-junction tandem solar cell. As a result, this solar cell has the potential to be well current
matched and will therefore require an AR coating that is equally effective across the entire spectral range. It is
the combination of both broadband spectral response and potentially well current matched subcells that places
demands on AR coatings which have not previously been necessary. Figure 2 suggests that this solar cell will
benefit significantly by improving AR coating technology beyond that of the DLAR coating. All further AR
coating performance modeling presented here will therefore be applied to this
assumed perfectly current matched in the limiting case of no front reflection.

TRIPLE LAYER ANTI-REFLECTION COATINGS

4-junction device, which is

A logical approach for improving the performance of currently-used DLAR step-down coatings is to
extend the step-down concept with investigation of a TLAR step-down coating, To determine the optimum
indices of refraction (n~, nM, nL) for a TLAR coating in the envisioned 4-junction solar cell, the optical thin film
software FTG DESIGN [15] was used to optically model the solar cell structure and determine the device
reflectance as a function of the AR coating structure. Equations 1 and 2 were then used to compute the SWR
from the modeled reflectance, and arrive at the AR coating layer indices and thicknesses that minimize the
SWR. A schematic of the modeled optical structure is shown in Figure 3, and includes all relevant optical
layers. The thickness, dispersive index of refraction (n), and dispersive extinction coefficient (k) for each of
the fixed layers were specified from measured, estimated, or previously reported data. The optical constants
of the variable AR coating layers were assumed non-dispersive and non-absorptive.

Results of the TLAR optimization are shown in Figure 4. The optimum index for each of the AR
coating layers are shown together with the dispersive indices of the glass encapsulant, window layer material,
and first subcell material. Also shown are the indices of commonly used DLAR coatings Ti02 and A1203.
From Figure 4 it is evident that the index of Ti02 is significantly lower than that of the optimum high index
material in a TLAR coating, and the index of A1203 is only slightly lower than that of the optimum low index
material. One difficulty in development of an optimum TLAR coating is finding a suitable optical material with
a refractive index close to nH. To the author’s knowledge no optical materials with an index greater than that
of Ti02 are known that are also suitably transmissive, have stable optical properties, and can be feasibly
deposited in thin film form.

An alternative approach for TLAR coating development is to insert a medium index material in
between the conventional TiOz/A120s DLAR structure. Although this sub-optimum TLAR coating structure will
under-perform the optimum TLAR structure, improvement over the DLAR coating can be expected. An
analysis similar to that presented in Figure 4 was conducted to determine the ideal refractive index of the
medium index material when sandwiched between Ti02 and A1203. Those results are presented in Figure 5
and suggest an optimum refractive index of 1.95.

Tabie 1 lists common optical materials that may be suitable as a medium index material in the TLAR
coating due to their near-optimum refractive index. Optical materials must not only have a suitable refractive
index but must also be highly transmissive across the entire useable solar spectrum. These materials should
also be chemically and mechanically stable in the solar cell environment, with no adhesion difficulty, optical
degradation, reaction with other thin film materials, or cracking due to stress. Deposition of these materials
should also be compatible with present solar cell production methods. These additional criteria may preclude
the use of some or ail of the materials listed in Table 1. For example, from experimental measurements of the
optical propetiles of SiO, modeling suggests that this material is too absorptive in the UV to be suitable for
multi-junction solar cell applications.
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Table 1 Relevant properties of common medium-index optical materials

I material I index [wavelength (rim)] transparency range (yin) I
Y*O3 1.82 [550] 0,25-2

sc~o~ 1.86 [550] 0.35-13

LazOs 1.95 [550] 0.35-2

I Si3N4 [Ii’] I 2.0 [500] I 0.3-2 I

I SiO I 2.0 [550] I 0.6-8 I
I Hf02 I 2.0 [500] I 0.22-12 1“

Zr02 2.1 [5501 0.4-7

Data from [16] unless otherwise noted

THE USE OF HERPIN EQUIVALENT LAYERS IN ANTI-REFLECTION COATINGS

In the mathematical treatment of thin film optics, the optical properties of a single thin film or an
assembly of thin films can be completely described by the characteristic matrix of that single film or assembly
for a given wavelength and angle of incidence [16]. Epstein showed that the characteristic matrix of a
symmetrical combination of non-absorbing thin films can be equal to that of a single non-absorbing film [18].
The two structures are then said to be Herpin equivalents, named after the originator who introduced this type
of matrix analysis into optics. Herpin equivalent layers are widely used as a design tool in thin film optics
because a film with an intermediate refractive index that is unavailable or impractical can be replaced by a
symmetrical combination made up of higher and lower index materials. The multilayer has approximately the
same total optical thickness and the same equivalent refractive index as the single film. Conversely, the
Herpin equivalent concept can be used to reduce a complex multilayer with symmetrical sub-components to a
simpler structure, for ease of modeling and design.

The Herpin equivalent layers concept is applied here in a TLAR coating for multi-junction solar cells,
as shown schematically in Figure 6. The medium index film in the TLAR coating is replaced by a symmetrical
combination of the high and low index materials that are already used in DLAR coating technology (such as
TiOz and AlzO~). The result is a high/low/high/low index (HLHL), 2-material AR coating that is not of the step-
down variety but approximates the optical performance of a TLAR step-down coating, without the use of a
third optical material. Development of a deposition process, characterization of the optical properties, and
environmental testing and verification for new materials are therefore avoided.

The Herpin equivalence is a mathematical equivalence of the characteristic matrices, strictly valid at
one wavelength and angle of incidence, rather than a true physical equivalence. Modeling was therefore
conducted to determine how the closely the HLHL AR coating performance can approximate that of a TLAR
step-down coating. The same modeling capabilities used to generate Figures 2, 4 and 5 were used to search
for the AR coating designs which resulted in the best performance from these two AR coating structures. The
modeled reflectance of the resulting optimized structures are shown in Figure 7, along with the calculated
SWR for the 4-junction device. Also shown for comparison are the reflectance and SWR data for an
optimized DLAR coating. Optical data for Ti02 and ~1203 were used as the high and low index materials,
respectively. For the medium index material in the TLAR coating, a nondispersive refractive index of 1.95
was assumed. It is evident from Figure 7 that the HLHL AR coating results in a device reflectance very similar
to that of the TLAR coating, suggesting their near-equivalence. The calculated SWR of the HLHL coating is
only slightly greater than that of the optimized TLAR. Both AR coating structures significantly outperform the
DLAR coating by over 2.5°A absolute.

A HLHL AR coating structure using TiOz and A1203 as the high and medium index materials,
respectively, was deposited on silicon to demonstrate the ability to deposit this AR coating and to model the
experimental reflectance. This provides validity for the modeling results presented thus far and demonstrates
the practical feasibility of this AR coating structure. The results are shown in Figure 8. Excellent agreement is
evident between the measured and modeled data. The significant divergence between model and
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measurement at long wavelengths is because the optical model assumes planar surfaces, whereas the actual
silicon wafer back surface is not specular. This results in a lower escape reflectance for the measured device.
The reflectance of the HLHL AR coating shows three local minima, which is characteristic of a step-down
TLAR coating. This further verifies the near-equivalence of these two coating structures.

Sensitivity Analysis

In the Herpin equivalent concept, the combined thickness of the equivalent symmetric multilayer will
be similar to that of the original single film. This implies that the symmetric multilayer will consist of relatively
thin sub-layers, which may present problems in terms of practical reproducibility. A sensitivity analysis was
conducted to compare the relative performance sensitivity of the DLAR, TLAR, and HLHL AR coating
structures due to a layer thickness variation. The absolute change in YO SWR exhibited by each of the AR
coating structures for both a +/- 2nm and +/- 5% thickness variation is shown in Figure 9. It is evident that the
TLAR is slightly less sensitive to thickness variations than the DLAR, but the HLHL AR coating is more
sensitive than either of the simpler structures. Although both the TLAR and HLHL AR coatings still outperform
the DLAR coating even with these reproducibility limits, the accuracy and reproducibility of deposition
equipment needs to be considered when evaluating the feasibility of implementing the HLHL AR coating as an
alternative to the step-down TLAR coating.

CONCLUSIONS

Modeling has suggested that future high efficiency 4-junction solar cells will benefit significantly from
the development of AR coatings that perform better than current double layer AR coating technology. The
triple layer AR coating is a logical avenue for pursuing this higher performance. A new AR coating structure
based on the use of Herpin equivalent layers has been presented. This structure requires no additional optical
material development and characterization because no new optical materials are necessary. The optical
structure is a high/low/high/low index combination of the same materials used in the double layer AR coating.
This reduces the development time associated with improving AR coating performance. Experimental results
suggest good agreement with modeling and have demonstrated feasibility of the new AR coating. Sensitivity
analysis suggests that the new coating is slightly more sensitive to thickness variations.
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Figure 1 The reflectance of several ideal step-down AR coatings as compared to the spectral
range of several high efficiency solar cell technologies.
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a function of the AR coating technologies whose reflectance are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 6 A schematic illustrating the high/low/high/low index AR coating structure as derived
from a TLAR structure using the Herpin equivalent concept.
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